Title word cross-reference

#CSP [MM16]. #P [Bac99]. #P-Hard [Bac99].

(1 + i) [Wei00]. (1, 1) [FES11]. (i, j) [MP04].
(k, 3) [HJ15]. (N, N) [Sha01]. (n^2 - 1)
[RW90]. (w, σ) [AP10]. (xy)z = y(xz)
[HiJM93, HiJM94]. * [Con93]. 0/0 [Ch08]. 1
[FFP98, Mos08]. 1000 [RDU03]. 112
[KLZA12]. 12 [BCE+01]. 15 [KM00b]. 17
[Wil93]. 2
[AKS12, Cre01, DS02, Eic10, GS12, HLM95,
JPPSG09, Kos07, Sha01, SW97b, Wil90].
23 ≤ n ≤ 26 [Ng89]. 2^6 [Wur93]. 2A
[Mat01b]. 3
[JWC+16, LN13, LMM05, Wil90]. 32
[Ano01f]. 5 [GSHP12, Har13]. 6 [Har13].
\[ y^2 = x^p - x + d \text{ [LLL08]} \]

- [Wy93, Wil90]. -action [MP89, van93].
- adic [AIRR12, BR87, MF90, Win88].
- adics [Lim93]. -algebras [BMQS06, LH18].
- Algorithm [Cuy97]. -analogue [CHM05, PP11]. -ary [Wei00]. -bases [Doh09, HKH17]. -basis
- beam [KP91]. -binomial [Kra95].
- difference [AR13]. -Dimensional [Nor95c, JC16, Nor95b]. -discriminants [AP10]. -Expressions [OPP93].
- extensions [Sch17b]. -finite [CvHKK18].
- Fold [Koe95]. -functions [Eit94, NN10].
- homogeneous [MR17]. -Hypergeometric [BK99a, Ric03, Zha03, Mat01b].
- modules [CJUE01, CJUE06, Mon05, OTW00, OT01, TW01, Wal05]. -norm [KS06]. -orbits [He96]. -orthogonal [FKTS12]. -Partitioning [Gün90]. -power [SK12]. -problems [Con93]. -puzzle [RW90]. -recursive [MS10]. -resultant
- MF93, FC04]. -resultants [Chi01]. -Roots [BF91]. -saturation [DMY16].
- sequences [CLM16]. -simple [BE13].
- solvability [Ngu90]. -Steps [Wir12].
- subgroups [He00]. -sums [Naw16].
- systems [AP08]. -theorem [PS95c].
- threshold [HT17]. -transformations
- Wy93]. -types [EL12]. -unification
CR88, CS06, Cza89, Duv94, Enc95, For87b, GSS05, GPWZ02, GSST98, GKO09, GVGC99, Gre00b, HPRS11, Hes02, HSW97, HKSS17, Hub99, IS10, JKP12, Kal93, Kal01h, KR94, KFF88, KLZ96, LM89, Laz92b, Lee08, MM00, McC88, MC02, Mil87, Ming97, NT17, Nau98, Poh97, Ren92a, Rie92a, Rie93, Rie88, RS90, SF90, SJA01, SGD97, Sed02, SME87, SW97a, Sen02, SS95, SU93b, Smi02, Str97, Str06, Stu91, TM89, Tra98, YNT92, Zha90, van94, van97c, vdP99, AV11, AMT09, AS05, ASS07, AS07, Alc08a, Alc08b, Alc12, BGLHR12, Bas06, BR10, Bay03, BJS04, BP11, BDE +16, BK15, BS09.

**algebraic** [BCGY12, CR98, CFMMP10, CDM +13b, CDM +13a, CM16, CJL13, DJO +11, DM09, DGPP10, DM05, DJK05, DMR12, DDM15, El08, ES13, FGvN06, Fit85, FGPT03, FGL04, FG05, FGT09, FKG09, Giu88, Har13, HS17a, Hii87, IT10, KZ08, KS12b, KKM15, MM16, MCMMPR14, MSW15, Mer10, Mor91, Pra13, Qi06, Rei06, Rio03, Sag88, Sag89, SS11, Sha13, SvE14, Ste05, Sti03, Stoi17, Str16, TN09, VL10, Wal05, XY02, Zen06, dG09]. **algebraically** [Ste10].

**Algebras** [BS90b, BR87, BH02, DR92, Drä01, Dim94, EG00, GJ96a, HT95, Let01, Rön90, Ros93, VL93, Vel00, dg09, AL88, BMQ06, BDM17, CGGO09, CGS97, CS08, DFdG13, Dra03, EG04, Eic10, GIL88, HL18, IK13, IL09, KP13, KRW90, Lab90, Lea06, LZS11, LH18, LW03a, LW03b, Li10, Mad14, M09, MM04b, OdR09, PRR18, QR07, RR05, Roo13, RR08, Shi04, Wur93, dG09, dGPS09].

**Algorithm** [AS01, ACM88, Ams88b, AMS88a, Bahn01, BO10, Baj86, BP99a, BL98a, BE97, BL85, BC93, CM96, CGG89, CS90, CD00, Col2, CF94, CKS99, Cuy97, Cza89, DR00, Die92, For02, Ga93a, GM88, HNVL90, Hemo02, Hen98, HKK17, Heb93, Heb95, Kal93, KT02, Kem99, KM99, KM01, Kov86, Kri85, LS00a, Lim93, LPS93, Lo98b, LO99, MS95, MM97, Mau00, MW91, Mic88, Mon02b, Mul90, MF96, MO95, Nak09, Nie94a, Nor90, O'B90, OTW00, OPP93, PS95b, Pic98, Pile87, Poh87a, PW94, Ro86, Ros93, Sch90b, Sch95, Sed02, SL92, SS94, SS98b, Sho95, Sim90b, Sit92, Sny93, Ste97, Sto90, Tak92, Tak95, Tho02, Tra90, Tra96, UW96, Van00, VL93, Web96, Wei00, XY02, ZSY93, Zha95, van94, AV11, AGR95, AL88, BV03, BFS15].

**algorithm** [Bay03, Bel04, BGMSG07, BvdE03, BLV16, BLV18, BMQS06, Buc06a, BK12h, But88, CL17, CHM05, CHM12, CV04, CK12c, DA05, DHM11, DH17, Dum09, DLLP08a, EP10, FDS13, FP09, FG06, FSW10a, FW15, GHMA13, GS93, GKM08, GOT05, HBN95, Har12a, HJS16, HJA17, HTX15, IMP17, JY17, JV09, KSW13a, KS12a, Kin14, KS86, Lab90, LS12, LHR15, MM06, MRG17, MS11b, Min98, Moe05, Mu08, MH06, OdR03, Or09, PDS98, PS99, Pup05, Ree98, Ren04, RT17, Rue11, RSS13, ST89a, Sch04, TM85, Ts09, Vil11, Wan06, WS09, Wur93, Zha03, de98, van93, CCD09, Rout09].

**Algorithmic** [BGLHR12, BENW06, CDO01, Kal98, Ley01, Ley04, LH17, Mar02, MM00, Pas86, PRR18, RS00, SK12, Wal00, Wal05, CS06, GS07b, JLW13, Rad15, Sch17b].

**Algorithmical** [FGL04]. **algorithmically** [BM04].

**Algorithms** [JKP12, ES13].

**Algorithms** [AGS16, AT96, BZ85, BP99b, BKRW17, BTW93, BM01, BK99a, BDS17, Brot93, CM10, CM12, COD97, DG14, DF08, ER95, ES98, EC95, FES11, FGPT03, GvPS00, GKLS93, GSPBS12, Grä95, HH13, HM05, Hel16, HLS01a, HS98, HI94, Hub00, IPS11, KN11, KL98b, Koe95, Koh08, Kop08, KL89, Leo91, LRW97, My90, MO88, MR98, MC93, MC02, MNJ94, Mon97, MR15, Moo96, MQS99, Naw16, Nie94b, Nip91, Oak13, Ost99, Pan02, Pic00, SS92, Sch01, Sha90b, SH17a, Tun09, WBM99, Wor94, ACFP12,
AGS18, Arn03, BS18, BP09a, BS17a, BCG10, BDL+13, BCGY12, CCG06, CDD+09, CL07, DF05, DMW17, DJ15, EF17, EH16, EMSS16, FM17, Gal87, GH12, Gen07, GSPB17, GSSV12, GOP18, HL04, HdC13, HdC16, JB04, KS03, Kau07, Ker17, KL90, KL17b.

algorithms
[Le07, LYY, MO85, MR10, MZ05, OO13, OS04a, Rob04, RdC13, RS13, Sh88, VAC17, ZL12, vdHS06, vdH07d, vdP05]. alkane [LMM05]. Almost [Fas10, Wei88, Wei90, BLV18, BK12b, Li10]. along [Gal16]. Alternant [BF01]. alternating [Val11, WO06]. Alternative [BH02, Gar95, JML13, SS03b]. always [BLV18]. Ambient [GTLN17]. Amenability [DMW17]. among [Mor13, Ye17]. amortization [Burr16]. Analogical [YX95]. Analogs [Mil96]. Analogue [Wei00, CHM05, PP11]. analyse [JSC13]. analyses [BLV16]. Analysing [DS96, PS97a]. Analysis [ABP96, CL00, CM96, Cra91, Eis90, GV99, GS07b, JKP12, Key01, KM01, Li04, MC97, MR87, NSW85, Sch94, Tra00, Wan94a, BCE11, BM13, BF11, BW03, Bur16, BG05, CFM10, CM96]. Analytical [Mer10, MRSW07, MSW15, Nak09, Sag14]. applied [Dav88, MQS00, AP90, Bar13, Par08]. Applying [GV96, SJ12]. Approach [AK92, Ape95, BT98, Ck99, Du99, For87b, FK95, Fu90, HY96, Ley01, MM97, Min97, OZ94, RS00, San01, Sch93, Sod96, Tak92, VV97, Wer98, WG94, Wor94, YNT94, ZS01, BPH07, BKSS12, CR98, CS06, El03, FGVN06, GS07b, JMV18, Kho09, KPT15, KZ10, MP17, PV13, Rad15, Sch03a, SS03b, Win88]. Approaches [MPS02]. Approximate [EGB12, HPK09, KMY08, KL98a, Nag11, Tun02, vGMS10, AV11, CM06, Der13, LIA13a, LIA13b, MR09, MSW15, Nak09, Sag14]. approximately [RSS13]. Approaching [For02, Hon04]. Approximation [Far97, FF92, Mi87, BC05, CJL13, LOOR+03]. Approximations [BX97, GR10, KL93]. Aquarius [BH95]. arbitrarily [DO06]. Arbitrary [FG07, Klen96, SS89a, Tra98, Bil11, Bur04, FS10, FS13, Har17]. Architecture [EW00]. Architectures [CM96]. areas [Tsa16]. Arising [GH02, Deu03, Ye17]. Aristotelian [Moz89]. Arithmetic [CJK02, CW90, von87, Abb12, BPZ06, BGLG17, CV11, CH17, EPY98, GJT13, Har14, LMS09, LMRS11, Na18, OT13, Sag14, ZWM15].
arithmetically [DH16]. arithmeticity [DFdG15]. arithmetics [DS12].
arrangement [HDPS11]. arrangements [BDPR13]. Array [Sak88]. Arrays [CM93, MG88, Tor93, Joh15, LH98].
Artificial [FL11]. Artin [AK00, Bok08, DS12, Sut13, Sut16].
Arrangement [HDPS11]. arrangements [BDPR13]. Array [Sak88]. Arrays [CM93, MG88, Tor93, Joh15, LH98].
FL11, FES11, FEV16, Fer88, FFP98, FD14, FK04, GH05a, Gat03, GHMA13, Ger06, GTZ88, GksL03, Gö98, GMP13, GSZ13].

bases [Hal13, HH07, HM09, HP91, HHHK17, IvH17, IL09, JNSV17, JG09, KRW90, Kap86, KSW13b, Kha14, LL09, LL13, LLM13, LS04, LO09, LS11, LS12, Lev07b, Lia13a, Lia13b, LH98, Mad14, Mar08, MRW17, MM04b, MRG17, Mau87, MR13, Möl88, MW10, MS03b, NT17, Pau07, Po95, QR07, Raa12, Raj06, Raj06, RS16, Rei06, RR05, Rout8, SIS11, Sch17a, Sch05, SS88, Ste13, SS03b, Szi17, WO06, Wal03, Wei03, Wei06, Wib07, Win88, ZW08, WRI09].

Basic [Buc87, MQS99, NRS89, Kra95, Naw16].

Basis [FT95, FF92, FD14, GHC92, Hon98b, HS00, Hre94, JL91, KM99, KM01, MR98, MM00, ÖS94, Pan99, Pau92a, Tay02, Tra00, van94, AfDS15, ACFP12, AH05, BFS15, Bok08, BD09, BM16b, Buc06a, CW03, CCL05, DSO9, Ede13, FMTT13, Gon17, GSW11, GSSV12, KRK88, Kho08, LO08, Li10, LOOR10, MAN10, SS16, TUÖ05, Tsa16, Val11, ZS01, ZL12].

Baumslag [Sim90b].

Baumslag-Cannonito-Miller [Sim90b].

Baxter [GM07].

Bayesian [GS05].

be [KMN88, MS09, vdH02].

beam [KP91].

behavior [Alc08a, Alc08b].

behavioral [NOF10].

Benchmarks [AK92, FOT00].

bending [Loj13, Roq17].

bisection [Bur16, Col17].

bisection-based [Bur16].

bit [vdHL13].

bit-complexity [vdHL13].

bitangents [PSV11].

Birational [El05, BBC17, SS88, Sta16].

Birkhoff [CIL07, GV96].

birthday [GW11].

bisection [Bur16, Col17].

Bivariate [DE02, LPR17, McC97, Sch99, YNT94, vW95, Ave09, BLPR15, CM14, CK04a, DET09, Fer06a, Fer06b, Khe03, Sal08, Wei13].

Black [BP00, KT90a].

Blackboard [DJ96].

blending [PDS03].

Block [Tho02].

Blockhandler [Ric92b].

Blocks [HLM95, Moe05].

blood [Sad17].

Board [Awe12f, Awe03b, Awe03c, Awe03d, Awe03e, Awe03f, Awe03g, Awe03h, Awe03i, Awe03j, Awe03k, Awe04c, Awe04d, Awe04e, Awe04f, Awe04g, Awe04h, Awe04i, Awe04j, Awe04k, Awe04l, Awe04m, Awe04n, Awe05a, Awe05b, Awe05c, Awe05d, Awe05e, Awe05e, Awe01a, Awe01b, Awe01c, Awe01d, Awe01e, Awe01f, Awe01g, Awe01h, Awe01i, Awe01j, Awe01k, Awe01k, Awe01l, Awe01m, Awe01n, Awe01o, Awe01p, Awe01q, Awe01r, Awe01s, Awe01t, Awe01u, Awe01v, Awe01w, Awe01x, Awe01y, Awe01z].
Ano12l, Ano13a, Ano13b, Ano13c, Ano13d, Ano13e, Ano13f, Ano13g, Ano13h, Ano13i, Ano13j, Ano13k, Ano13l, Ano13m, Ano13n, Ano13o, Ano13p, Ano13q, Ano13r, Ano13s, Ano13t, Ano13u, Ano13v, Ano13w, Ano13x, Ano13y, Ano13z.

bodies [SPZ10].

body [Oll88, PY05].

Boer [Toh10].

Bombieri [Boy93a, Boy93b].

bonds [HLSS15].

Boolean [BJSS89, BD09, BD13, BS87, Eit94, Kon95, MN89, SIS+11, VB03, Zha94].

Border [BL17, BM16b, AFT08, LLM+13].

Borel [BLR13].

Borwein [PP11, And95].

Bottom [DS15].

Bottom-up [DS15].

Bound [Yap91, BMS17, Col15, Col16, Dum09, Eng10, GKKMO08, KS12b, MR10].

boundaries [CDM+13b].

Boundary [Cou00, Mil92b, BR12, Ros05, RR08].

Boundary-Value [Mil92b].

Bounded [BS86, BP09b, Dur94, Gre16, Ric92a, Yam94, CHSS05, SSS05].

Bounded-degree [Gre16].

boundedness [Mic13].

Bounding [BR10, SH17b].

Bounds [Abb13, BS10, BTW93, Boy93a, Boy93b, DS00, GZ89, HH98, HM02a, Hon98a, Laz92, Mig00, Wei94, Yam94, BDS17, Bus09, Col04, DJ07, GOP18, HM16, HHT18, KM06, MR13, MS10, MZ05, dCW09, vdHS06, vzG13].

Box [BP00, MC02].

Boxes [KT90a].

bracket [LW03a, LW03b].

Bradley [PP11].

braid [BV06, Bok08, PY94].

Braids [Bur01, Bur03].

branches [HH07, HH09, HH13].

Branching [Dur94, SS96a].

Brauer [Bri06, Wil93].

breadth [LZ12].

bridge [KPP15].

brief [GG12a].

Brieskorn [Sch04].

Bringing [LMRS11].

Broker [ABP96].

Bruhat [Dra05, DPS17].

Brun [BLV18].

Bruno [AKR11, Buc06a, HKP+06].

Buherberger [HP08, AL88, AKR11, AT96, BMQ06, Buc06a, CM17a, Cza89, FD14, GM88, Hem02, HKP+06, HP07, KS86, MM88, Re98, Tak92, Tra96].

Buckling [RT85].

Budan [Gal13a].

Build [Str01].

Building [BT98, Pel97, Pel03a, Pel03b].

Built [NR97, Pet00, GN04].

Built-in [NR97, Pet00, GN04].

Bulk [CG02].

Bundles [LN13, BBV15, CP10, LM16].

C [RW94, BFK02, KZ08].

C-finite [KZ08].

cactus [BR13b].

CAD [Bro01b, HJX16, HDHX17, HLS01b, MH16].

CAL [SA89].

Calabi [BR13c, Hie16].

Calculate [Kem99].

Calculating [Ber02, BGK86, Car01, Con90a, Gri90, IK13, Kem96].

Calculation [HI08, Kem02].

Calculations [BT94, CJMP97, Hre94, AL88, CGL07].

Calculemus [Ano01d, AJ01].

Calculemus-99 [Ano01d, AJ01].

Calculi [BF93, Fuc00a].

Calculus [BM00, CCM95, HSS98, MO98, Pau85, Pet00, ST98, Tak92, BW05, BKSS12, DG14, DZZ04, Gau09, TM89].

calls [LCQ+10].

Can [Mon97].

Canal [LSW01, PP97, DZ09, VL16].

Cancellative [Wal02a, Wal02b].

Cancellativity [NO98].

Cannonito [Sim90b].

Cannot [BCE+94].

Canonical [Cha00, Dür89, Ste03, Wei03, van97c, AP10, LM92, MM09, Sh88].

Capabilities [Pel97].

Capable [Sak88].

Cardinality [LM94a].

career [GK12a].

Carlitz [Top14].

Carmichael [Arn95].

Cartan [DFG13, DZZ04, HT91, NPD09].

Cartesian [DDR11].

CAS [Kad13].

Case [BGH93, Bür89, EH16, HM02b, Hre94, Laz85, LZ12, Min02, Pip91, PH87, Sha90b, von90a, von90b, BR12, CIM17, DHKS09, HT17, KS12b, KS12c, Min03, PS95c].

Cases [Ott91, GG92].

Castelnuovo [BGM06, HH04].

Catalogue [Le 86].

catalytic [Gon17].

Catastrophe [Cow92].

Categorical [Sto99, SKL11].

categorically [BGS11].

Categories [BH00, BBC+11, Der13, DDR11, FGR03].

Cauchy [LR01, Sch17a].

Cause [SK91].
Kal00, LPY01, LM89, Lev99, LR01, Lüb02, Mar02, MF90, Mau87, Ous91, PSZ91, PC98, PZ92, PS95a, PD07, QR07, RT85, RS90, Sa94, Sav90, STA94, She97b, Shi04, Ste97, Tes99, Tho02, UYSA89, VV97, Vas00, VGT90, Vor89, Wal00, We00, WBM99, Zha96, dB89, AH05, Arr16, ACS13, BHLGO15, BGH+04, Bar13, BE13, Bau15, BCLR13, BFH17, BFSS06, BBKK15, BSC12, BR88, BS15, CFS07, CM17b, CN07, DM09, DDM15, DPS17, Eli04, Els12, ES13, EFG16, ERSG05, EH16, GS03, JFMRS12, KS06, KS12b, KS04, Kut10, LLM13, LL08, LL16, LS12, LJ09, Lia13a, LHK+13, LLLL08, LLL13, MM04a, MK17, MS03a, NS16, Par04, PT14, PS95c, PNM13, Poh97, PS97b, PS98, Poh97, van94, ABKR00, AKR05, AK00, AH13, AL06, ABMN10, AV00, Bah01, B004, BR09a, BP99a, Bas06, BEP13, BS88, BG11, BMQS06, BKR99, BCR11, BS04, BR87, BL12, BJS+07, BTBM00, BL10, BEM97, BLW03, BC89, BC91, CHH01, CCH01, CH04, CHSS05, CS97, FD92, CMP87, CH91a, CD00, CDM+13b, CS99, Con90b, C797, Dab97a, Dab97b, DH07, DFM11, DFdG13, Dmy16, Dun99, Dür92, EW86, EW02, Eic02, ES98, Eli04, ES11, Enc95, EG07, FS98, FS16, FGVN06, Ga95, GS05, GS16, GHL+, GS90, Göb95, GT117, Hal13, Hal01, Har17, He96, He00, HM09, HMX07, Hes02, Hö01, HH99, Hu99, Hu13, IvH17, Jan11, JNS17, JS07, K93, KT90a, KK88, KZ08, KP97a, KS97, KW88, LS98, LGPS91.

Computers [BS01, BdS01, Bos01, BK90, Cha00, EL12, Gh05b, Jac97, KP13, Kal97b, MCMMPR14, Mic90, Ren92a, Ren92b, Ren92c, Sha13, Stu91, YXL99, Bar13, Ber04, BCG90, CR98, DMS06, GKM05, K17, KE17, Mer10, Poz15]. Computations [Ape98, Bec90, BPR13, But85, CDO97, Cuy97, Dab01, DGS10, DSV01, HKK98, Kal02, Lim93, Mee94, Mro96, Pau92a, Whi91b, von87, ABFS15, B09, DK16, Edel, Els15, E98, GIM07, HPRS11, LR15, Theo6].

Computer [BH00, Die92, Mau00, NY99, BV03, EMSS16, FSW10a, FPGT03, He16, Jy17, OdR03, OdR09, Pop15, van93]. Computer [AP90, AGM97, AP93, A99c, BC01, Bel03, BGH93, Ber93, BK99a, CP97, Cap90, CO01, Cav86, CF91a, DGS96, Dav88, Dav02, Die92, Div91, Dj98, Ebc01, FS95, FM02, FK99, GV99, GS85, GZ90, Gre00b, HS95, JTS03, KSK98, KKL92, Koe92, KG03, KR97, KD90, Lab95, LS02, NM990, OT87, OZ94, Par08, PW90, Pr00, Rob97, Rd91, Ryb90, San95, Sch96, Tra07b, Ve97, Web95, W95, WBM99, YP91, Zha93, AG91, BW05, CS05a, CLS91, DT06, FGPGP14, JMPR04, KASW05, MSZ09, NS16, Oll88, PS89, SBM03, Yok17, KK09]. Computer-Aided [W95, DJ89, KD90]. Computer-Algebra [KKL92]. Computer-assisted [FM02].
RT17, SLK11. data-discriminants [RT17].
Database [GP96b, FGR03, JR06, Moz89].
Databases [AB00b]. Dataflows [YI94].
Davenport [SS90]. Dealing [DM05, LO96].
death [KKK17]. Debugging [DL93].
Decidability [GSSST10, SS96b, BHSS89].
Decidable [ARS10, Ott91, SSS02, Sta89].
Deciding [EW00, GRW16, Gri88, DH16, DF09].
decimic [BP10a].
Decision [ARS02, BS96, CCG06, Ren92a, Ren92b, BE10, Bus09, GX04, STDD16, SS03a, Ye17].
Decisions [MGL00].
Deciding [ARS10, Ott91, SSS02, Sta89].
Deciding [EW00, GRW16, Gri88, DH16, DF09].
decimic [BP10a].
Decision [ARS02, BS96, CCG06, Ren92a, Ren92b, BE10, Bus09, GX04, STDD16, SS03a, Ye17].
Declarations [MGL00].
Declarative [AHH+05].
Decoding [BF01, CP10, ABF09, BB10, BP09b, DS09, LO08, LO09, MRG13, MRG17].
Decomposable [SO89, Sha01, GGMFVT13, HJA17, vzG13].
Decomposing [Pis02, Wan08, FP09].
Decomposition [AF88, Arru88b, BZ85, BR87, BRM01, BCRS89, Bro01a, CH91b, CJK02, DTV01, EG00, GR02, GRS02, HLM95, HLS01b, HLS01a, HS00, Hub00, KL89, KL296, LSW01, LA295, MS00b, McC88, Mon02a, PS00, PS93, RZAG99, Rus87, Rut92, Rut93, Saut01, SY96, ZG09, von90a, von90b, AG995, AF08, BGLHR12, BBCM13, BE10, BDE16, BK15, BIS16, CM12, CMD+13a, CM16, DPS17, Dur09, EG04, FGT05, GTZ88, Go08, GJ14, HOP06, JPS13, KMYZ08, KN11, KL90, Li04, MSW15, NY04, OO13, OdR03, OdR09, Rou09, Ste05, Str11, Str16, Str06].
Decompositions [Ae02, ACM88, Bea92, CFM96, Ka94, Kli99, MC02, vW95, AP04, Bur04, DFdG13, GKO09, GSSV12, LPR17, MRSW07, Rob09, Zie16].
Decoupling [BN17, Wlo02].
Decreasing [BFHT85].
Dedekind [For87a, del95].
Deduction [Ahn01d, Aj01, BH95, CH85, CH86, DS96, She97b, Tak91, GSSST10, TRRK10, Com98a].
Deductive [AB01, CP00, DR93, GP96b, Tra89, Moz89].
Defined [SJG96, Sto11].
Defect [HLM95, CC07].
defectivity [Aho10].
defects [Mor11].
Deficiency [GRV17].
Default [SJG96, Sto11].
Defect [HLM95, CC07].
defectivity [Aho10].
defects [Mor11].
Deficiency [GRV17].
Default [SJG96, Sto11].
Defect [HLM95, CC07].
defectivity [Aho10].
defects [Mor11].
Deficiency [GRV17].
Default [SJG96, Sto11].
Defect [HLM95, CC07].
defectivity [Aho10].
defects [Mor11].
Deficiency [GRV17].
Default [SJG96, Sto11].
Defect [HLM95, CC07].
defectivity [Aho10].
defects [Mor11].
Deficiency [GRV17].
Default [SJG96, Sto11].
Defect [HLM95, CC07].
defectivity [Aho10].
defects [Mor11].
Deficiency [GRV17].
Default [SJG96, Sto11].
Defect [HLM95, CC07].
defectivity [Aho10].
defects [Mor11].
Deficiency [GRV17].
Default [SJG96, Sto11].
Defect [HLM95, CC07].
defectivity [Aho10].
defects [Mor11].
Deficiency [GRV17].
Default [SJG96, Sto11].
Defect [HLM95, CC07].
defectivity [Aho10].
defects [Mor11].
Deficiency [GRV17].

Descriptions [NNN98]. Descriptive
[Ave86].
Design
[CM93, DY97, GKW98, HNS95, Jir97,
Pad96, UYS98, AHKY09, LS04]. Designs
[Key01]. Desingularization
[CKS16, Bec09, BE11, U.05, PP17]. dessins
[HIJ15]. Detecting
[AH05, BL98a, GR11,
Kal01b, RSV09, Sch91, KL17b]. Detection
[HS97, AHM18, JWC 16]. Determinant
[Vil11]. Determinantal [PV13].
determinants [HNE16, HHLQ13, MM04a]. Determination
[LM90, LW01, Zen06, FGL04, PS89, SK12].
determine [HBN95, SS88]. determined
[Sza08, Tsa16, Wer12]. Determining
[Hen98, LS16b, Mie88, Sch85, WZ12, Yan99,
YXL99, FK89, LH17]. Deterministic
[Gao01, GLK04, Kal87, MO98, MS11b,
Pol95, ST89a]. Deterministic
[AB00a]. devoted [HKP +06]. DeWitt-Seeley-Gilkey [GK94].
DeWitt [GK94].
Diagonalization [HM97]. diagonals [BDS17]. diagrams
[STDD16]. Diatomic [OT87]. Difference
[Bro00, FHR99, GV99, Hen98, HS99, Lev00,
Wol00b, AbvHP11, AR13, Cha14, Dun99,
FGH08, FSW10a, FSW10b, GLY09,
GVZ09, GYY17, MF13, LY15, Sche08,
Sch16, SVE14, ZG09, ZW08].
Difference-Differential [Lev00, ZW08].
Different [Egl96]. Differential
[Ano01e, BP99a, Bar99, BRM01, Bro92,
BEM97, CDF92, CV00, Com88c, CS99,
CSTU02, Die92, Dun99, GC93, Gr90, GSZ13,
Hv95, Hub99, Hub00, Hub09a, Kov86, Lev00,
LS01, MC97, Mi87, Mi92b, Mor99, Ø849,
RT89, SV92, Sch99, Sch85, SS95, Sin90, Sin91,
SU93a, SU93b, Sit97, Tra06, Tsa00, ULM94,
Van02, VRUW99, Vd99, Wan91, Wan99,
WBM99, Zha96, dv96, van97a, van97b,
vP99, ABK15, Abr17b, AMW12, Arr16,
BGLHR12, BP99a, BCE11, BE13, BLP13,
Bil11, BD12, BLM10, BLL+16, Bro90b,
CVH04, CQ12, DJO+11, DS86, Dra03, DP09,
FSW10a, FSW10b, Fre04, FK89, GH05a,
Gao03, GVZ09, GGG06, GHL16, GIV16,
Gol06, Gol08, GKO09, GTO15, GOP18,
HT91, HI98, HIL87, IVH17, JLR03, MS03a,
Mi93, Nak16, NNvdPT15, Ngu09].
differential
[PH11, RR08, RS10, RS11b, Rue11, Ulm03,
ZW08, vH07a, vH07c, vdP05, vdPT15].
Differential-difference [Dun99].
differentials [HH07]. Differentiated
[Mich91]. Differentiating [AZ90].
Differentiation [Wan94a, HLXL18].
diffgro2 [MC97]. Diffusion
[BH95, Bon96]. Diffusive [Mag89]. Digit
[Jeb95, Rou08]. Dilated [BVW18].
dilogarithms [Bad06]. Dimension
[Chi96, GHH+00, Lev00, MR13, Meg90,
Vor99, BMNB+11, DHO10, Gau09,
Giu88, Kcw88, Lev07b, LV14, MRSW07,
MV13, PS89, SH04, ZW08].
Dimension-dependent [MR13].
Dimensional [ACM88, ARE02, FGLM93,
Laz92b, McC88, Nor95c, Sak88, AKR05,
BRM01, Buc06a, CGY09, CGG12, CJ15,
Dur09, FMR04, HOP06, HPP09, HSV08,
JWC 16, KMH89, LST03, MW16, MM04b,
MP04, Mon02a, Mos08, NT17, NY99,
Nor95b, PP17, PS13, SS99, Shp14].
Dimensions [AP08, EW86, EPW90, BLV18,
MS11a, PH11]. Dimer [BGGH93].
Diophantine [AP11a, Cip08, CF98, CK99,
FT95, PT98, PV00, PV02, We88, Wei90].
Dirac [TM85]. Direct [ZSO1]. Dirichlet
[OZ94]. Disc [Pan96]. discipline [CLS91].
discontinuities [AP09, FL11].
discontinuous [JT03]. Discovering
[APS12, SLX+13]. Discovery [Wil95, Sil04].
Discrete [MM00, OZ94, CM09, Gan09,
KKK17, MS03a, Vac17, VM14].
discretizations [WR109]. Discriminant
[HM02a, Lip93, Sma96, IMP17, MM06,
Mor11]. Discriminants
[Mc99, Nie12, CC07, LM09, RT17].
Discriminator [Bur92]. Discussing
vdH07b, FP09, HDPS11, JGF09, KSW13a, KSW13b, PS18, Sal08, FGLM93.

Efficiently [CKR04]. Ehrhart [BS15].

eigenfrequency [KP91]. Eigenspaces [MT01]. Eigenvalue

[For02, CGK09, HHLQ13]. Eigenvalues

[Qi05, Qi06]. Eigenvectors


[AM88b, Bro90a, Bur04, DS86, Lüb02, Bad06, DHKS07, El 03, PV13, SR07, ZWM15, Zha03]. Elements

[BBB92, CH96, Ga´a95, KT04, YNT89, Buc06a, CF09b, GTLN17, SS16]. ´Elie

[NPD09]. Eliminating [KL17a]. Elimination

[Arn88a, AM88b, CH97a, CH91b, DH88, DS02, DY97, EW00, EM99, Fer96, GV96, GVG99, HL97, HLS97, Jir97, KFF88, Laz88, LS95, Mul01, PS00, Ren92b, Ren92c, SK91, Vir99, Wan93, Wei97, BL00, BL06a, BGG13, CM16, CS98, EH16, Fer98, GGL06, GOP18, HSV08, HE12, JPS13, Sch07, SD05, Tra07a, XLY15, Zan94].

ELISE [Die92]. Elliptic [Car99, Cre01, Gar95, HH98, Kid02, MV10, BGH+04, CV11, FG08, Gau09, Hub09b, Sad16].

Embedded [BE11, BCS97, KL17b]. Embedding

[BS87, Rd91, Vel00, LL13]. Embeddings [GR01]. Empirical

[AGMT98]. empty [Fer98]. encodings [Vat12]. Endomorphism

[GHS01, Sch90a]. endomorphisms [DL06, HLSW16]. enforcement

[LMA11]. Engel [CdG09].

Engine [WK86]. Engineering

[KC01, Mer01]. Enriched [Lab92]. entries [MM04a]. Enumerating [Yon89].

Enumeration

[CP00, CG02, Lin91b, LMM05, Sin91, HV16, Pel03a, FGS09b]. enumerative [DaZZ04]. Enveloping

dG01, AL88, FS98, IL09]. Environment

[DGS96, HL98, BPT11]. environments

[SMB03]. epidemic [BENW06]. equal


Equality

[Dav02, Hsi87, NR95, BPT12]. Equation

[BTG02, FT95, FHR99, Hv95, Hub99, Wo00b, Ar16, BL06b, Bro90b, DZ09, FGG+16, GH12, GIM07, KP91, LL16, Maw88, Mii93]. Equational

[AB99, BS96, BS86, BHSS89, CZ92, CL89, DR93, GR10, HK95, HKK98, JM95, Lyn07, Mc92, Pau85, QW96, SS99a, SS99b, WG94, AHL03, LM94b, Plo03]. Equations

[AP89, AK00, AH05, BP99a, Bar99, BGH93, BF91, BGK86, Bro92, Bro00, CDF92, CV09, Cha99, CFS9, CM93, Com98c, CS99, CSTU02, CKS99, Cza89, Die92, FM02, GPP93, GP96a, Gaa00, Gaa02, Gan91, GC92, GH97, HH98, Hen98, HS99, HPT02, KST93, KFF88, Kov86, LS01, MC97, Mar96a, Mil87, Mil92b, Nau98, PV00, PV02, RT89, SV92, SSS02, Sch9, Sch85, SS95, Sin90, Sin91, SU93a, SU93b, Sit97, Sm96, Sny93, SBB+95, Tra98, Tum02, Uln94, VRUW99, Vfd99, Wan99, Wo02, YNT92, Zha96, dy96, vdP99, ABvHP11, AR13, Adl16, AP11a, AC04, AHL03, BV03, BP09a, BB10, BPZ06, Bi11, BD12, BR05b, Cha14, DJO+11, DS86, DP09, Dts06, DJ89, EG15, FGH08, FSW10a, FSW10b, Fre04, FK89, Gal87, GH05a, Gao03, GGG06].

equations

[GSZ85, GR98, HL17, Heu98, HTZ04, Hen06, IwH17, Izu16, Kut07, KKM15, MP09, Nak16, NNVdPT15, Ngu09, PH11, RT17, RR08, SvE14, Tum09, Uln03, ZWH11, vdH07c, vdP05, vdPT15].

equilibria [BENW06]. Equisingular

[CGL07]. Equivalence

[BL93, HS90, NNVdPT15, Bi11, CF09a, MS16, MV15, S88]. equivalent

[CO96, Nak16]. Equivariant

[GG99, Wor94, BK16]. Errata

[Ka10, KL90]. Erratum [AP04, DHM11, Fer06a, HJM94, Hi05b, Sag89]. Error

[Che85, Kno92, Kno93, Mro96, VGT90, BP09b]. error-correcting [BP09b]. Error-Functions [Kno92, Kno93]. especially [Sut15]. Essential [Hub99].
vdH01, CCD^+09, CM04, JB04, LS16a, LMRS11, RS13. Faster
[AGR16, AIRR12, BF91, Har09, Har14, Hre94, MR10, Roj99, CL17, Riv03]. Faugère
[Abb17]. Favorite [Kal00]. feasibility
[AIRR12]. Feasible [von87]. Feature
[Bac94b, DR92]. Features
[Buc87]. Feedback
[DYA97]. Fermat
[HS09, HJ15, Lee17]. Fermions
[Hug90]. Few
[KM00a, Bas06]. Fewer
[BS90a]. Feynman
[BKSS12]. FFT
[Van02, vdH10]. FFT-like
[Van02]. FGLM
[BTBQM00, DH17, FM16]. fiber
[RS16]. fibers
[CTV16]. Field
[Bro92, Bro00, Gre95, HJ15, LM89, McN92, MQS00, Rut93, SW97a, Str97, van94, BFH17, CK12c, DM05, EPY98, PZ12, Sch08, Wen06]. Fields
[AF00, AH01, Arna88a, BCS97, Bru01, BW87, CcK02, Dav94, DS97, EG00, Enc95, FGT02, Ga93a, GPP93, Ga95, GP96a, Ga00, GvPS00, Gie98, HM02a, MQS99, Rut93, SW97a, Str97, Van94, BFH17, CK12c, DM05, EPY98, PZ12, Sch08, Wen06]. Fifteen
[But93]. filtrations
[MS02]. Finance
[BTG02]. finding
[AF00, BP98, FT95, Ga93a, GLW99, Ges95, Jeg95, KKM15, Lo98a, Lo99, MM00, Sak88, Tak95, Tra98, Vat12, VA11, BN04, Bil11, Buc06, FG06, HNE16, Pan02, Raas12]. finite
[DH07]. FINGER
[Wan86]. Finite
[AH01, BB92, E99a, BM01, BCS97, BL96, BL93, CH91a, Che85, CO94, Dav94, DHI98, EG00, Ebe01, EW02, GvPS00, Gie98, Gl88a, Gl88b, Gre95, HS99, Hö01, HI98, Kal87, Kar85, Kem96, LM90, MV90, NG93, Nie94a, Nor95d, Ous91, PW90, Rón90, Sak88, Sho94, Tha93, TL96, Wei94, Zha92, vG90, von90c, vzGP01, Bad06, BES13, Bel03, Ber98a, Bur04, CH03, CH04, CELG04, CHSS05, CGS97, CL17, CvHK18, CLM16, CK12c, CN07, C096, DA05, DS12, DFO13, Dr201, DFS11, GKL04, GH12, Gen07, GMP13, HL04, HN06, HL18, KZ08, KO17, Kin13, Lea06, LS16b, LST03, Mag17, MM04b, Nie03, NY04, Pei03a, Sph14, Sil04, SH17a, Top14, Ung06, Vac17, Wan86, Win14]. finite-dimensional
[LST03, MM04b]. finite-precision
[Vac17]. Finite
[BRM01, CDO01, GK96a, Let01, Lin91a, Lo98a, MO88, MQS00, N ´O89, OS92, OKK98, PS97a, Vat06, dGN02, BMQS06, CdG09, DMY16, Lab90, MO85, Sch17a]. Finite-generated
[dGN02, DMY16]. finitely-presented
[CdG09]. finitely-valued
[OS92]. Finiteness
[HdC13, HCl16, CO94, CO96, DF09, Ric91]. nitistic
[Shi04]. First
[An00b, BZ03, Hol85, Hsi87, Lab95, Man93a, BS90a, Pau85, Ps12, Ren92a, Ren92b, Ren92c, ST92a, BE13, Bas06, Bec03, Dr03, F06, KPR10, NW10, Str11]. First-Order
[Ren92a, Ren92b, An00b, OS92, PS12, Ren92c, BE13]. Fitzpatrick
[LOOR03]. Five
[S95, Oll88]. five-body
[Oll88]. Fixed
[Ley01, Pan96]. Fixing
[WBM99]. fixpoint
[BSC12]. fKenzo
[HPRS11]. flag
[AC13, Q17]. Fmajolet
[SSS11]. Flat
[CR11, Kut08, BBV15]. Flatness
[Ass94]. Flattenings
[MS02]. flex
[CK12d]. float
[Abb12]. Floating
[Cuy97]. Floating-Point
[Cuy97]. floats
[Lia13a]. Flow
[FIt89, Sav90, Y91]. Fluid
[CIMP97, NM90, Y91]. Flynn
[LOOR03]. Focus
[Nie94b, MPH17]. Fold
[B93b, K95, IT10]. Fold/Unfold
[B93b]. foliations
[Alc16, CS06]. FOR-loops
[KW10]. Forcing
[PP91a].
Foreword [Buc92, PZ92]. Foreword [Ano99c, Ano00b, AJ01, AFP99, BK11, BB83a, BK12a, Bos01, CH97a, CJS01, CJGV90, CL00, DGR07, DDHS13, DOR17, FR90, FBL00, HSW97, Hon96, HL97, KM98, KASW05, KR97, Kut10, Lev07a, LPPR12, MMY00, PS95a, PSS12, PEGS11, SB99, Smo98, WS98, DGP10, KW13, Par08].

Form [Boy92, CD00, D¨ur89, Egl96, GPP93, GP96a, Ga´a00, Man93a, MF90, PG86, Sma96, Van00, Vil95, Von98, AMW12, Bed07, Bed09, BPZ06, BGG13, Cha14, DL88, Hul13, JY17, LM92, LS11, Rau11, RZ09, Sch04, Stu17, WY11, DSV01].

Formal [AC01, BP99a, BJM17, Bec09, Bie85, CO01, Kal02, LMA11, Sin90, van97b, Abr17b, HI08, AMW12, Bed07, Bed09, BPZ06, BGG13, Cha14, DL88, Hul13, JY17, LM92, LS11, Rau11, RZ09, Sch04, Stu17, WY11, DSV01].

Formalization [FLOR00].

Formally [HK10].

format [BR06a].

Forms [Ae02, CK99, CD87, Dr¨a01, FH94, GS02, Lip93, Lis95, Man93b, Mar96b, San96, Sch98b, SS95, Smo98, Ste97, We94, tW91, AP04, AP10, AH13, BCEE11, BE13, BLV06, BC06, BR13b, BS17b, BLLL+16, BLPR15, BD13, BST16, CGO88, CV11, CL07, Deu93, DFG13, HR12, Kop08, LS12, PRR18, WZ12, YY03].

Formula [Mu97, Wol00b]. Formulae [CH15, D95, GV97, DE03, EK11, EM12, GHS03, LM94b, SS09]. Formulas [tW91, Bro12, XLY15, ZWH11].

formulation [CK03, CK04b, CK04a, HS17b].

FORTRAN [SR86].

Forward [Dur94, SS96a, JMR04].

Forward-Branching [Dur94, SS96a].

Foulkes [CM17]. Found [Lab95].

Foundation [Eis90]. Foundations [ES13, Fre13, JKP12]. Four [AM99, BDPR13, BR13c, GR12, Tsa16, aZGS05].

Fourier [CR98, CM04, DE06, JSC13, KS16, PT14].

Fourteen [But93]. Fourth [FHR99].

Fourth-order [FHR99]. FP [YI94].

fractals [HT17]. Fraction [BCL06, LS95, LS12, MUL10, COl16].

Fraction-free [BCL06, LS95, LS12, MUL10].

fractional [Gal13b, GKS12, VM14].

fractions [BLLL+16, CK90, CK12b, Sad16].

Fraenkel [Win06].

fractions [ARS10, CCG06, dNdR03].

frames [CS16, FDS13].

framework [FL10].

Freyd [DRR11].

Freyd-categories [DDR11].

Frobenius [KS12a, KZ14, Rou08].

frontiers [The06].

functional [AK15, SS06].

functions [BBB92, BS92, Bro90a, Che85, Czi95, DTGV01, Gar95, GHC92, Jef97, Kno92, Koh92, KLM96, LS94, MS95, Mer01, Pro00, SS98a, SS99, Ste95, Tra96, Von98, van97a, vdH01, AGR95, Bau15, BR09b, HI08, KY16, Nak09, Rei06, Ste05, Sto17, Sut15, Wen06].

Functional [FH86, Gib87, HCB96, Sal94, Sch96, von90a, von90b, Ant05, Izu16, JFG09, LW12].

functionality [Loj13].

Functions [BBB92, BS92, Bro90a, Che85, Czi95, DTGV01, Gar95, GHC92, Jef97, Kno92, Kno93, Koh92, KLM96, LS94, MS95, Mer01, Pro00, SS98a, SS99, Ste95, Tra96, Von98, van97a, vdH01, AGR95, Bau15, BR09b, HI08, KY16, Nak09, Rei06, Ste05, Sto17, Sut15, Wen06].

Fundamental [RS00, DL88, MPSXD09].

Galerkin [AG91].

Galois
Galoisgruppe [MZM87]. galoisian [Val11]. game [AGS18, FRR06]. games [GKS12]. Gamma [GK96b]. Gamma-Operation [GK96b]. gap [El05, HT17, BM16a, OdR09]. Garcia [DS09]. Garside [Bok08, DG14, GGM10]. Gathen [GP12]. Gauge [WBM99]. Gauss [MV10, Sch01]. Gauss-Manin [Sch01]. Gaussian [Col02, FL04, JPS13, LS95, MBC +10, Mul01, Ro96]. gcd [BLV16, BLV18, DF05, CCD +09, CGG89, EGB12, Gri90, Jeb95, Nag11, SS92, SS94, Ts09, Web96, Wei00, vzGMS10]. GCDHEU [CGG89]. GCDs [Enc95, KL98a]. Geddes [GW11]. genera [CLM16]. General [ASJ97, BBCM13, BL85, JL91, KFF88, NS90, Ore01, Pan92b, PP17, Ren92b, So99, Str01, Wol00b, BO04, BLV06, DHKS09, DS00, DJ92, FG06, KS12c, LL08, MRG17, NW10, NW11]. generalisation [LR15]. Generalised [Can90, BR88]. Generalization [MR98, MRG13, Sti87, Ang15, CR11, Sch10]. Generalisations [NZ93, Win4]. Generalize [Pue89]. Generalized [AS97, BB00, BE00, CS90, JLP99, K93, Key01, Kri85, Mul01, PZ96, SM91, Tes99, Vel00, Vli95, vdH06, Alc12, BGLM17, Bll11, B95, DP01, E11, FS13, Hal13, Hj15, JY17, LM92, Rua09]. generate [FG16]. Generated [AP93, BRM01, CD001, FH94, Lo98a, M08, MQS00, BMQ06, DMY16, FES11, Sch17a, dGN02]. Generating [ACOR00, CMO4, DH98, HL18, MSK93, MP11a, Ous91, RCK07, Sak88, Sny93, Th02, dM99, vKNI13, CELG04, CF91b, FW14, HI08, HLO4, HM09, HP91, HJA71, Hub99a, KT90b, KT94, Kin13, Vat06, VV08].
GES05, HDPS11, IT10, MP14, Ore11].

**Graphic** [CH95]. **Graphical** [Che92, KM98,YW87]. **Graphs** [CI07, Rie93, RFG07, BF11, DMW17, GIM07, HJA17, HL18, KLA12, MP11a, MBC+10, Ore11, PSV13, Poz15].

**Grassmann** [HT95]. **Grassmannians** [Goo09]. Greatest [DTGV02, LM89, Pau95, KT90a]. **Graphs** [CI07, Rie93, RP89, BFG07, BF11, DMW17, GIM07, GRV17, HJA17, HL18, KLZA12, MP11a, MBC+10, Ore11, PSV13, Poz15].

**Grassmann** [HT95]. **Grassmannians** [Coo09]. Greatest [DTGV02, LM89, Pau95, KT90a].

**Green** [LM90, Mer10]. **Grids** [GV99, Her94].

**Griffiths** [Mer10]. **Gr¨obner** [BTTBQM00, FGLM93, Gre00a, Lev00, MQS00, Tra00, ABL93, AHL99, ACFP12, Ape95, AK86, An03, AKR11, Aue05, BFS15, BCE+94, BS90b, BBF17, BCR11, BGK66, BR06a, BL12, BV06, Bok08, BD13, BP09b, BF01, CJS01, CRAB91, CdG09, CR11, Cip08, CKM97, Czi95, DHHM11, DSN9, D¨on13, DL06, EP10, Ede13, EF17, FMM07, FMTT13, FL11, FES11, FEV16, Fer88, FF92, FFP98, FDI4, FJLT07, GG99, Ger06, GTZ88, Go06, GKM008, Gon17, GSW11, GSZ13, GS98, Hal13, HT95, HP91, HKL99, Hon98b, Hre94, IL09, JGF09, Kal97a, Kal99, Kalm1a, KRR88, KR90, Kap86, KSW13a, KSW13b, Kh08, KM99, KMO1, LL09, LL13, Lea06, LS04, LO08, LO09, LS11, LS12, Lev07b, Li10, Lioa13a, Lioa13b, LOOR+03, LH09, MN02].

**Gr¨obner** [Mad14, MR98, MM00, MR17, MM04b, MRG17, MR13, Mil96, M¨ol88, Mon02b, MW10, MR88, MS03b, OS94, Pau92a, PZ96, Pau07, Raa12, RA06, RC05, RO05, RO93, ROu07, RT92, SIS+11, STA94, Sch07, Sch17a, Sei02, SIS88, Smi02, Sne98, Ste13, SS03b, Saiz17, Tay02, VAI11, WO06, Wlo03, Wei92, We03, We06, Wib07, Win88, ZW08].

**Gr¨obner-based** [Sch07]. **Gr¨obner-basis** [BD09]. **Gr¨obner-free** [BD13]. **Groebner** [Tsa16]. **Ground** [Sny93, AHL03, Gal87].

**Group** [AH86, Ber02, Bot97, BP00, Bt85, CCH01, Cap90, Car01, CDO97, CH96, DHS98, GK00, Gol01, Hen98, HLM95, HPS97, KKL92, Klh00, Le 86, LGPS91, Leo91, LM94a, MR98, Mal00, Mic88, O’Brien, OT13, RZAG99, Ros93, She97a, Sim90a, Tes99, WK91, dM99, AC04, AT08, Arr16, BS18, Bok08, BK16, CH03, CHS95, CF09b, EL04, ES11, FS98, FMR04, HK07, Hub09a, JIV09, Kn17, Kos07, MZM87, NPP17, OD03, OD09, SW97b, Ung06, Wili09, Wur93].

**group-based** [FMR04]. **Group-classified** [WK91]. **Groupoids** [JL93, PV05].

**Groups** [BB92, BE99a, BE99b, BDEP13, BT94, BL96, BC91, But93, CC91, CH97b, CCH97, Cla91, CDO01, CM99, Con99b, CF94, CFTY97, DV00, Du 99, EW02, EIC02, EHR91, Geb02, Gla88a, Gla88b, GS90, Hoh01, Hol85, Hol91, HRT01, Kem96, KM00b, Lin91a, Lo98a, LO99, LR97, MO88, Mal87, MO95, NN998, O’B93, O’B94, Osta99, PW90, PY94, PS97a, Pус02, RS00, Roy87, RT98, SU93a, Sl01, Tri86, Wra88, dGN02, vdP99, AE05, BHLGO15, BC113, Bay03, BM01, BV06, BJS889, BF07, Br06, Bro03, BC89, CH03, CH04, CELG04, CGS97, CM94, CS09, Con90a, CF91b, CO96, DA05, DJK05, DF08, DF09, DFO13, DFG13, Els12, Els17, FF17, FNU16, GGM10, Goh98, GN04, GMP13, HL18, Hul05, Hul13, JPSPG09, Kan91, KS16, Kin13, Koh08].

**groups** [Led00a, MO85, Mag17, MIn98, MRD11, NU18, RR12, RDU03, SW02, SH17a, Sl86, Sl07, Sm05, Sut15, WO06, Wur93, dG09, dG11, vdH07a].

**Growth** [Sh90a]. **guarded** [GHS03, dNdR03].

**Guessing** [vdH13].

**guess** [JMPR04, Ano99c, Ano00b, AAR11, BB93a, Bos01, CH97a, CJS01, CL00, DGPP10, HSW97, Hon96, HL97, KN98, KU13, KRR7, MM00, MNN94, PZ92, PS95a, SB99, Sm098, WS98].

**Guide** [McN92, RC05].

**guessed** [Rob09].

**Guillotine** [GZ89].

**gyroscope** [KLR93].

**gyroscopes** [JSC13].

**Habicht** [HY96, LR01].

**Hadamard**
[AAFR09, KK09, MG94a]. Hahn
[AGRZ99, FHR99]. Half [KT02].
Half-Twists [KT02]. Ham [EW86].
Ham-Sandwich [EW86]. Hamiltonian
[AMW12, CK09, TM55, VV97]. Hankel
[BS17b, CK12c, Gem94, SL92]. Hans
[Ano87]. Hard [Bac99, AvV94, Izu16].
 harmonic-to-solve [Izu16]. Harmonic
[BCRS89, DMN17, CM09, DJ89].
Ham-Sandwich [EW86]. Hamiltonian
[AMW12, CK09, TM55, VV97]. Hankel
[BS17b, CK12c, Gem94, SL92]. Hans
[Ano87]. Hard [Bac99, AvV94, Izu16].
Harmonic
[BCRS89, DMN17, CM09, DJ89].
Harmonization
[BCRS89, DMN17, CM09, DJ89].
Harnessing [KC09]. hash [GPGO16].
Havas [Van00]. having [CO96, YYZ12].
heap [MP11b]. heat [Maw88]. Hecke
[CD87, Deu93, NPP17, vzGMS10]. Helical
[FGS09a, FGS09b]. Hellman [Tes99].
Helly [DPS16]. Herbrand [Pic00].
Hermite [Ape10, JY17, Van00]. Hermitean
[Key01, KD90, LO90, MPS16, Sch98b].
Heterogeneous [Gon17]. Heuristic
[CGG89, Fuc00b, Mon92]. Hidden
[GV00, LSSW12]. Hierarchical
[EFRS06]. Hierarchies [SAK89]. Hierarchy
[GPW02]. High
[BB11, Sto03, BLV18, Sal08]. High-order
[Sto03]. High-precision [BB11]. Higher
[AB01, CH85, CH86, GS89, Lug95, QW96,
SG89, VRUW99, Adl16, AC04, BCE11,
BELP13, RS16, SSS05, WK91].
Higher-Order [Lug95, QW96, AB01, GS89,
AC04, BCE11, BELP13, SSS05, WK91].
Highest [dG01, KLR93]. Highest-Weight
[dG01]. Highly [BNN17]. Hilbert
[Fer06a, Ape98, BS92, BLR13, BM04, CI07,
DLMM11, Fer88, Fer96b, FH94, JL91, La 17,
Lav99, MOP15, MdCW17, Pop15, Tra96,
WO06]. History [Buc87, Mos12]. HNF
[BFH17]. Hochschild [ES11]. hodographs
[FGS09a, FGS09b, FG16]. Hoeij [Bel04].
holomorphic [CS06]. Holonomic
[TW01, Zei95, vdH01, CQ12, Mon05, Oak13,
SK12, vdH07b]. Holt [But88, BC93].
Hom4PS [CLL17]. Hom4PS-3 [CLL17].
Homogeneous
[Kem99, Kov86, vW95, ACS13, DS16, FEV16,
HT17, Jou09, MR17, Mi93, Nor15, Qi06].
Homogenized [OT01, GOT05].
Homological
[MV13, AAFR09, CO94, CO96, Lam91].
Homology [BKRW17, AKL17, EL12, Hal13,
HSV08, JZ04, RR12]. Homomorphic
[BC91]. Homomorphism [GHS01].
Homomorphisms
[But85, LGS09, TW01, MR11, SS88].
Homotopical [BW03]. Homotopies
[Ver00, HL16]. Homotopy
[BCvdHS11, GMP13, aZGS05, DEPS11].
Hong [Col16, MR10]. honour
[GW11, GP12]. Hope [BCE94]. Hopf
[BB99b, EW00, FGS99a, Ges05]. Horn
[Gal87, KR91]. HR [Col05]. hulls [JZ04].
human [Sad17]. Hurwitz [Cox00, Stu17].
Hybrid
[DE02, AG91, MP17, MH06, PN13].
Hydrodynamic [CJ90]. HYP [Kra95].
hyperbolic [BGH+04, PV13].
Hyperbolicity 
[Fit89, Mer10]. hypercircles [Tab13]. hyperelliptic
[Ber98b, Har12a, HJ15, LLL08].
Hypergeometric
[Ae02, BP99b, BK99a, Cha99, Koe95, Pet92,
Zei95, AP04, ABvHP11, CCF+15, GHS08,
IvH17, KY15, Kra95, Mat01b, Rie03, Zha03].
Hypergraphs [Eit94]. hyperplanes
[Tab13]. Hyperresolution [GHS03].
hypersurface [Qi06]. Hypersurfaces
[ASS97, BS00, ABR17a, BD16, BC05, Lee17].
Hypothesis [von87]. HYPPQ [Kra95].
I/O [MMW11]. IB [Sid93]. Ideal
[AHLM99, BGG13, BRM01, BW87, CFM96,
HK99, Laz85, Laz92a, Mat01a, Mor99,
Pan89, Pri96, del95, Alm08, BO04,
BGMG07, BCLR13, BJS04, Buc06a, FGT09,
FK11, GTL17, GSW11, Hre06, KRR88,
KN11, LV14, MM06, MR88, Per04, Val11].
Ideal-specific [BGG13]. Ideal-Theoretic
Ideals
[ABKR00, ACOR00, AV00, Bah01, BMNB+11, BLR99, CM97, Fer06a, Fer06b, FGT02, FH94, HS00, Kem02, KM99, KM01, LS00a, LS00b, MS00b, MSY00, Mon02a, Mus00, NY99, Pan89, Pau92a, SY96, AFT08, AT08, BO10, BM88, BT09, BMQS06, BL12, BL17, BR15, CR11, CS05c, DS16, DL06, FES11, GFT05, GHVHEU05, GHY17, GE05, Gol06, Gol08, HOP06, HKP09, HM09, HP01, Hdc13, Hdc16, HH04, JFMRS12, Joh15, Jou09, Kem16, KMH89, KW88, LL09, La17, MWZ16, MR17, MR13, NT17, NY04, Pfo04, Ron09, Ste13, TN09, UCJ04, WO06, dAM17, GFT88].

Idempotent
[Dav94, HKSS17].

Idempotents
[Kon95, OdR03].

Identification
[dav94, HKSS17].

Identifiable
[MS14].

Identifying
[KT02].

Identities
[BH02, Deu93, Ges95, PS95b, ABF09, CS98, GHS08, Kau07, Rad15, Rie03, Sil04, Zha03].

Identity
[AP93, HJM93, Mul01, HJM94, PP11, Shp14].

Igusa
[Sto17].

Igusa-zeta
[Sto17].

II
[Boy93b, BCGY12, CdG09, CD37, Com98b, DLLP08b, FGS09b, HM02a, HLS15, HLS01a, Kno93, LW03b, LLW03, MS16, MP14, Min02, OP05, Ren92b, Sch17b, Wal02b].

III
[BC89, DLLP08c, Ren92c].

Image
[FMR04].

Images
[BC91].

Imaginary
[Gaa93a, GP96a, HPT02, Ro90, Bus09, Heu06, KT04, Kli90].

Imbeddings
[JV09].

Imperative
[HC96, MMW11].

Imperfections
[JSC13].

Implementation
[Rau11].

Implementation
[AK92, ABP96, AM99, GK96b, GKW98, JV09, MNN94, MF06, NY04, Sla95, Web96, HT91, HH13, HDPS11, JB04, Rse98].

Implementations
[ZSY93].

Improved
[BD92, DZ09, WR109].

Implicitization
[ABR17a, AS01, BD16, CGZ00, Doh09, FHL96, GC92, Gao03, GV97, Hon97a, Ore01, WC12, CLCL05, Chi08, CTY10, HS98, PBS08, RS10, RS11b, Rue11, SS05].

Implicitizing
[BC05, LC16, SGGD97, Wan04].

Incompleteness
[VL16].

Implies
[C094].

Improved
[Bro01a, CE96, Els17, GZ89, J13, Lec07, McC88, DJ92, Hre06, KS16, Tsu09].

Improvement
[LP93, Tho02, BPH07].

Improvements
[BMS17].

Improving
[Gen07, HHT18, MM06].

Index
[AN099b, AN01a, AN01b, AN01f, AN02b, AN02c, AN04b, AN05c, AN06, GPP03, GGA95, GP96a, Gaa00, Gau09, LR01, CHSS05, DIO11, LN13].

Indexing
[Wan94a].

Indispensable
[ABr17b, DMN17].

Individually
[AT08, CT16].

Induction
[ARB02, Bon97, KZ10, Str01].

Inductionless
[KZ10].

Inductive
[DR93, Fri09, Pud96, KS12].

Inequalities
[GV88, Str00, Vor92, Bro12, HJX16, IdW15, Oak13, Pet87].

Inequality
[MG94b].

Infeasibility
[DLMM11].

Inference
[BA85, CH95, Pau92b, KW10, MM10].

Inferencing
[Bib85].

Infinite
[BBB92, Bir98, CP00, Geb90, IZ96, OKK98, PV02, CX09, DF08, DFO13, Koh08].

Infinitesimal
[LR98].

Influence
[AGS16, BW05, BOD4].

Information
[Mee94, BD87].

Information
[DBG89].

Inheritance
[DT95, SAK89].

Inhomogeneous
[BFR91, BCR11, Ede13].

Initial
[BM88, CS05c, HH04, Lem03].
injective [HM05]. Injectivity [LS94].
Injectors [Hőf01]. inseparability [LW10, Ste05]. insertion [Vat12].
Instability [EC87]. Installation [GM88].
Instantiation [dB89]. instanton [GS05].
Insurance [AST96]. Integer [CGG89, DSV01, GS02, HM97, KJ96, Lübb02, Pel97, Web96, BP11, Bus09, Har12b, Rup04, Wan06]. Integers [Col02, Gem94, Jeb95, Ahn08, AGT13, BKSS12, CK90, IvH17, Mau87, Raa12, de 98].
Integrability [Adl16, AMW12]. Integrable [FM02, GZ90, Zha93]. Integral [AF00, AZ90, Hal01, Miß97, Vas00, YNT94, van94, Ahn08, AGT13, BKSS12, CK90, IvH17, Mau87, Raa12, de 98].
Integration [Bad06, Bro90a, Car99, Sch94, Koß09, SBB07, KKM15, Oaki13, Piq91].
Interpretable [Ano01d, AJ01, CTR99].
Integrable [FM02, GZ90, Zha93, BM17, GS285, LW12]. Integral [AF00, AZ90, Hal01, Miß97, Vas00, YNT94, van94, Ahn08, AGT13, BKSS12, CK90, IvH17, Mau87, Raa12, de 98].
Intersection [Gla88b]. intersection [AH13, BBE13, BGMSG07, BE17, BM04, DEPS11, DLLP08a, DLLP08b, DLLP08c, FGVN06, JWC+16, Rod15, Sop13].
Intersections [GS90, Lo98a, MT01, BGM15, DLLP08c, FS16, Sta16].
MACSYMA [Mag89, PW85, TM85, Mil93, Mos12, Ous91, SR86]. Made [CF91a].
Magma [Bos01, BCP97, CP97, Key01].
Magnus [KLR93]. Main [Zha93].
Majewski [Van00]. Makes [Hre94].
making [Col05]. Management [AF96, CJMP97, LMP89, BD87, Sid93].
manifold [GV16]. Manifolds [GK94, ACS13, aZGS05]. Manin [Sch01].
manipulating [Kau06]. Manipulation [BB92, Boy93c, CD87, Hen90, Mil87, SJA01, SME87, Tri86, Wan91, Kra95].
Manipulator [DBG89]. Many [BF95, Sue98, ARS10]. many-sorted [ARS10]. Many-valued [BF95]. Map [FOT00, FGS09a, ZK14, MP89].
MAPinsure [AST96]. MAPLE [JKP98, PS95c, GHL +00, AST96, Die92, GKLM91, Tef02, Vei97, ACGL04, AV11, AB05, BR09a, CFG +86, Col05, CJ90, DM05, Fit89, GHC92, LMRS11, Pro00, SMB03, Si04, Ste95, WyW93]. Mapping [Bah01, BBB92, Sod96, MS03a, dC10]. mappings [Win14]. Maps [AK00, YNT92, BBC +17, Bur04, GDR05, Har13, aZGS05].
Marc [Sza08]. March [HdC16, RS11b]. marked [BCLR13]. Markoff [GJT13].
Markov [ATY08, AT08, DO06, DE06, HM09, Nor15, Rap06, RS16]. mass [GES05, JSC13]. Matching [BKN87, Bür89, HK95, IZ96, Lav91, Ni91, PS03, RR90a, WKA94, HYH04, Kut08, YY03]. mate [BvdE03]. materials [PNN13].
Mathematica [BG01, Fat92, HBN95, Kra95, Nie03, Sit97, ZD02, NP95, PS95b].
Mathematical [BTG02, CCO1, DR86, FGT95, FGPGP14, FKM95, GKW98, KFO1, Mon97, vdH15].
Mathematics [AGM97, BC01, Ber93, CH85, CH86, HL98, GGAVRC13, GKM05, Par08, SR07].
Mathscape [Bar07]. Matlab [Req13].
Matrices [CZG02, DE02, DTVG02, EM99, EP02, GSST98, GS02, HLM95, Kon95, Kri85, LS95, Lühb02, SL92, Ste97, Vi95, dG01, AAFR09, BR09a, BCL06, BLV06, BBCM13, Car15, CK04b, CK12c, EM98, HNE16, Hre06, JVMRS12, KK09, LLM +13, LS12, MM04a, MS03c, PS18]. Matrix [CFTY97, CW90, DSV01, FZS7, HM97, HRT01, Lin91a, L099, Ma94, MF90, Mon98, MO95, Ost99, PW90, RT98, Vac17, Zha93, AE05, BHLGO15, BC89, CH17, CL07, DF08, DF09, DFO13, DaZZ04, DPS17, EP04, JPS13, KD90, Lab90, LS11, Mi93, Vi11, WY11]. Matrix-F5 [Vac17]. Matthews [Van00].
Maximal [For87a, HLM95, MV15, CH04, FFP98, HLSS15, Roo13, Sut12, Sut13, Sut16].
Maximally [Bih15]. maximize [Loj13].
Maximum [UC98, BR06b, Col17, HR17].
May [SK91]. MBase [KF01]. McLaughlin [HLM95]. mean [GKS12]. meaning [BW05]. Means [Vel00, BMQS06, DE03].
Measure [CMP87]. Measurements [Al90].
Measures [HLS01b]. MEAT [LMR94]. MEAT-AXE [LMR94]. Mechanical [AM88b, CP93, Hol85, KW10, PH87, Wan91, DJ15].
Mechanics [CJMP97, Cra91, Bar13]. mechanisms [GSM09]. Mechanized [ACGR01]. meeting [BR10]. meets [GSA +12]. Membership [Com98a, Com98b, Pri96, SSS88].
Memory [AF96, CM96, CG02, KG96b, STA94].
meshing [BCGY12, DMR12]. Meta [Hag89b, vdH11]. Meta-circular [Hag89b].
Meta-expansion [vdH11]. MetateM [Fis96]. Method [AZ90, Bon96, CZ92, Eck87, FT95, Ges95, Hsi87, KFF88, LW01, NY99, ÖS94, San96, Sch08b, SGD97, Te02, Tes99, Tra98, Tre92, Ver00, Wan93, YXL99, Zei91, Zha94, ASS07, AAFR09, Bec09, BGL14, Bili11, CX09, CJL13, CJ15, CK12b, Col17, CGK09, DJO +11, DJ92, GLY09, GVY09, GG92, GX04, Hon04, Izu16, KSW13b, KT90b, KT94, KM06, PT14, Piq91, Ric91, Ros05, Sag14, Sal08, Sau18, Sid93, Sza08, Toh10, Wan04, WS09, vdH10].
non-symmetric [Mad14].
nonarchimedean [AGS18].
Nonassociative [Jac97]. nonclassical [BN04]. Noncommutative [CM09, BDM+16, DE06, La 17].

Nonconservative [Li04]. Nondegenerate [Dum09].
Nonemptiness [Dum09]. Nonexistence [EFRS06].
Nonic [BP10b].
Nonlinear [CK99, GH97, Jir97, San96, Tra98, BGH+04, LLL13, PH11, XZ10].
Nonnegative [IdW15, Nie12].
Nonsolvable [Mal87].
Norm [AK00, BPZ06, Bus09, FMTT13, KS06, KT04].

Norm-Bounded [Yam94]. Norm-Euclidean [Bus09]. norm-trace [FMTT13].

Normalisers [Gla88a]. Normaliz [BIS16, BS15]. Normalization [DHS98, GLS10, BDL+13, Ro09, Ryb03].

Normalized [Mar96a]. Normalizers [Eic02, GS90, Hol91, Lo98a]. Normalizing [She97b]. Norms [Boy93a, Boy93b]. Note [Ano03i, Czi95, Hon04, Lan92, Laz92a, Mul97, RS93, Uw96, Ano12m, BR13a, HZ04, HZ15].

Notebooks [Mon97, Sit97]. Notice [AK06].


Nullstellensatz [DLMM11, Dub93].

Number [AF00, BD01, Bo01, BW87, CE95, Ded97, Enc95, GPP93, HM02a, LM89, Lim93, Lists5, Mec94, Poh97, Rol86, Rol90, Smio2, Yan99, ZSY93, dM99, AP11a, Ave09, Be104, BFH17, BE17, Col05, DL88, FMM07, Fie04, Har14, Heu06, JPPS09, KY16, Kau07, KO17, Kli90, LSSW12, PZ12, Rob04, SH17b, Tsa16].

number-theoretic [Har14]. Numbers [Arn95, CR88, Duv94, Eck87, Ges92, RS90, Str97, Abb17, AH13, Bas06, BEP13, Bod04, DPS16, DEPS11, GS05, HMXD07, MHXD09, MPSXD09, Pil07, Roc03, Ryb03, dCW09, dAM17].

Numerators [KT09a].

Numeric [EP02, KL98b, She97b, WS98, GLS09, RZ09, WZ12, vdH07a]. Numerical [BL98a, BL98b, Hen90, HSS98, KR97, KL17b, Mro96, NS90, Pan02, SS05, Tra98, BB11, BSC12, CGY09, EH16, GS03, GHS08, HS17a, IMP17, KS06, MPH17, Roq13, Rup04, Van06, Van86]. Numerically [BL98a, DH16]. numerics [Str06].

Nyström [PC98].
[BG01]. pole [Pal13]. policies [LMA11].
Poly [CCT11]. poly [HLXL18].
poly-powers [HLXL18]. Pólya [CPR09, CPR11]. 
PolyBoRi [BD09].
Polycyclic [Eic02, Geb02, Lo98b, LO99, MR98, Ost99, Sim90b, AE05, CELG04, NU18, SH17a].
poly-powers [HLXL18]. Pólya [CPR09, CPR11].
PolyBoRi [BD09].
Polly [CCT11]. poly [HLXL18].
polycyclic-by-finite [SH17a].
Polycyclic [Eic02, Geb02, Lo98b, LO99, MR98, Ost99, Sim90b, AE05, CELG04, NU18, SH17a].
polygonal [GMF13, HC12, IGT15].
Polygon [Lis95, Sch03a].
Polyhedra [AC01, Aur87].
Polyhedral [CS89, EFRS06, IS10].
polylogarithms [DMN17].
Polynome [MZM87].
Polynomial [AP10, ACOR00, AM88a, AM88a, AM99, Bah01, BZ85, Bea92, BTW93, Boy93a, Boy93b, CMP87, CGG99, Ch196, CM97, Co01, CSTU02, CK999, D97, Dic92, FGT02, GLW99, GH02, Gie98, GV88, HS97, Kal94, Ka98, Kli99, Kli00, KLS9, KL90, Ko85, LMS9, LS00a, Ley01, MM16, Mc97, Mig92, MG94a, Mil96, MF96, Pan89, Pan94, Pan96, Pet92, Pri96, RS93, Rob04, Roj99, Sad17, SML91, SS92, Sau93, Sch06, Sch85, Sed02, SL92, SY69, Sho95, Str00, Tun02, UC98, Ver00, Vi95, Wan93, Wan96, Wan98, Wan99, YNT94, Zha96, Ab09, AHS18, AHKY90, AGR16, Ave09, BV03, BNN17, BMS17, BLV06, BCG10, Bih15, BP15, BPH07, BU09, BM16b, Buc06a, BR06b, BK16, CM12, CL07, CGG12, CJ15, CG06, CK03, CK04a, CK09].
Polyomial [FGS09a, FGS09b, FS10, FS13, FG06, FGT05, GLY09, GYZ09, GTZ88, Gø98, GPGO16, H12, HSJ16, Har09, HL17, HOP06, HKPP09, HJS13, HV16, Jam11, Jar13, JLR03, JP10, KLY12, KRK88, KSW13a, KW88, LL13, LR07, Lec07, Li04, LMR11, L09, MM04a, MRW17, MR13, MW12, MS11b, Mtn03, MP11b, MW10, MP09, MS03c, Nag11, NY04, Oak13, PT16, PZ12, Qi06, RZ09, Roc11, RCK07, Sek11, SLX+13, SVE14, SH17b, The06, TBS17, TU05, Tun09, WY11, WZ12, XLY15, YYZ12, vH13L13, vGMS10, Laz09].
Polynomial-Time [Chi96, YNT94, AM88a, MM16].
polynomial-transcendental [MW12].
Polynomials [An99c, BS90a, Baj86, Bea92, BL98a, BL98b, BCRS89, Can90, Cha91, CE96, CR90, DE02, DTV01, DTGV02, Enc95, For02, FHR99, Gao01, GK00, Gö95, Hou98a, HM02b, Kal87, KT90a, KL98a, KM00a, Koh92, LSW01, LED00b, Lev99, Lev00, Ley01, LW98, Mv90, Mal87, Mal00, MZM87, Mig00, Min02, Mon92, NG93, Pan02, PSS0, Pan91, Pon00, RR90b, RZ999, Sch99, Sho94, SW91b, Tho02, Vie97, Vir93, VH98, Vor92, WS98, Yam94, Yan98, Yan99, YNT94, Zip90, von90a, von90b, vG01, AV11, AGT13, AGR95, Ang15, AIR12, BES13, BS10, BCL06, BU14, BR09b, BD09, BD13, CL17, CMK09, DSW09, DG10, DES07, EGB12, FDS13, Fas10, FP09, FES11, FW15, Fer06a, Fer06b, FKT12, FKT13, GVH10E05, GR12, Gal13a].
Polynomials [Gal13b, GKL04, Gen07, Ger06, GKS03, GLs9, GS03, GTLN16, GRW16, Gre16, GSW11, GGE12, GK16, GX04, GNP12, HL04, HHK17, IdW15, Jar13, KMY10, KP15, Lee08, Lev07b, Lou08, Mic13, Min03, Min06, Nic12, OP05, Poh05, Rup04, SM16, Sch05, Sek09, Sut15, Tun09, Wei13, WK91, YYZ12, ZWM15, ZG09, ZW08, vG13].
Polyminoes [DD95].
polytope [Sal08].
polytopes [BM88, DHTY04, EFG16, Fuk04, Ku06, Lun16].
Polytopical [Aur87].
polyzetas [BDM17].
Pommaret [AFdCS15].
Position [VGT90].
Positive [Kal01b, NS90, CJL13, CJ15].
Positive [ARE02, HLXL18, Kem02, Lip93, Lng95, Mat01a, WG94, Bi15, DMN17, HH16, JP10, MWZ16, Ste05, vDPT15].
positive-dimensional [MWZ16].
Positive/Negative [WG94].
Positive/Negative-Conditional [WG94].
Positiveness [Hon98a, BS10, MR10].

positivity [GRW16, Lun16]. possible [BP98]. PoSSo [AF96]. Potential [Kid02, HBN95]. Power [Ave86, Bec90, Bec93, BCG92, CK90, Kal02, Koe92, Ous91, Sne98, van97b, ABK15, Ber98a, BIS16, GksL03, Hir89, LS16a, MRW17, MJK17, NNN98, Shp14, SK12, vdH07c].

power-trigonometric [MJK17]. Powering [Pon91].

Powers [BP98, Bec93, BCGR92, CK90, Kal02, Koe92, Ous91, Sne98, van97b, ABK15, Ber98a, BIS16, GksL03, Hir89, LS16a, MRW17, MJK17, NNN98, Shp14, SK12, vdH07c].

Potential [Kid02, HBN95]. Power [Ave86, Bec90, Bec93, BCG92, CK90, Kal02, Koe92, Ous91, Sne98, van97b, ABK15, Ber98a, BIS16, GksL03, Hir89, LS16a, MRW17, MJK17, NNN98, Shp14, SK12, vdH07c].

Power-trigonometric [MJK17]. Powering [Pon91].

Powers [BP98, Bec93, BCGR92, CK90, Kal02, Koe92, Ous91, Sne98, van97b, ABK15, Ber98a, BIS16, GksL03, Hir89, LS16a, MRW17, MJK17, NNN98, Shp14, SK12, vdH07c].
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Symbol [AP17, HZ15, HdC16].
Symbolic [ASJ97, AP04, AK06, Ano01b, Ano02c, AB89, BGH+04, Bar13, BFK02, BB92, BCGR92, Bur92, Car99, CV00, CL00, CCM95, CS09, CD70, Cn77, Cy97, DHM11, DT95, DR86, Edi85, Eis90, EC87, EP02, FPT04, FS13, Fer06a, Fit89, Gar95, GLsL09, GH97, GL92, GK94, HNN06, Hen90, HJM94, Her94, HJa97, Hon96, HP08, Hug90, Kal90, Kal00, KT94, KR94, KL98b, KS04, KL90, Kri85, Kut10, LPY01, LL16, LLL13, MJK17, MHX09, Mr096, NSW16, NS90, NR97, Nor95b, Ore11, Par04, PSZ91, Pau95, PS95a, PH11, RT85, Roq13, RS11b, Sag89, SS98a, SS99, SJA01, Sau18, Sav90, SME87, SW91a, Sha12, She97b, Sod96, Sof94, SBB+89, Tra98, TL96, UYSA89, VGT90, Vor89, W98, Wol00a, XL13, Yap90, Yok17, Zha96, dv96, ACGL04].
symbolic [ACS13, BBK14, BD87, BGL14, BKSS12, BKKK15, DM09, ES13, ERSG05, GS03, HKP+06, JMV18, Kau06, LHK+13, MPH17, MP04, MKF93, Naw16, PT14, Pq91, PNM13, RZ90, Ros05, Sch08, Sch16, Wan86, W12, Ye17, YW87, vdH07a, Buc92, JKP12, PZ92].
Symbolic-Numeric [KL98b, RZ90, WZ12].
Symbolic-Numerical [Tra98, MPH17].
Symbolically [Mil93, DES07, Maw88].
symbols [Nak06, NOF10]. Symmetric [Cla91, CH96, CF09b, Hel00, KKL92, PB07, Pro00, Ste95, BS18, BGI11, BR99b, BDM+16, BK16, Cha14, DH07, GMF13, KS16, Mad14, MS03b, NPP17, Ste13]. SYMMETRICA [KKL92].
symmetrically [BFMS87]. Symmetries [CV00, Hem02, MC97, SV92, BN04, CGK09, FK89]. Symmetrized [Ry90].
Syntactical [Bar91]. syntax [SR07, SP10].
Synthesis [CM93, DR93, DJ15, FB93, FD93, FLOR00, PMW93, Tra89, EH16, QHL+13, ST89a, STDD16]. Synthetic [SW91b]. System [AK92, AGM97, BP99a, Ber93, BCGR92, CP97, Ded97, Die92, Din94, EC87, GP96b, HS95, Hen90, Jir97, KKL92, Laz09, MM00, Mi87, MT01, MR02, PMW93, Pro00, RST01, Sun95, Sch94, Tra98, Tri86, Ve97, BV03, BD87, Bed07, Bed09, BCP97, Bur03, BK16, DJ07, GG92, KSW10a, Khe03, Lem03, Mas16, MT88, MS04, Mul04, PS09, dCW09, Sid93, SH17b, Wan86]. Systematic [DH00]. Systems [Ano96, ACGR01, AM99, ARE02, Ave86, BP85, BC01, Bar99, Bir98, BF91, BGK86, Boo87, BEM97, BH00, Che92, CD00, CK99, CCM95, Com98a, Com98b, DT95, DHK+95, Dur94, Ebe01, EG15, Fit89, FJN93, GV99, GC93, GLW99, GH02, Gem94, GZ90, Ges97, GH97, GV88, Har92, HKL99, HH94, HLS01b, HH99, Kds95, KS98, Kem99, CM17, KFF88, KF01, Laz92b, LA96, LS92, LP02, MS93, Mat01b, MT93, Mid94, Nau98, Nie94b, Oh95, OKK98, Ous91, Rbg09, SS96a, Sch85, Si92, Sny93, Str00, TL96, UYSA9, V092, Wan91, Wan93, Wan98, Wan99, Wan00, Wol02, XY02, Y091, YXX99, YNT92, You89, Zem95, Zha92, SY93, Hau93, AP08, ABK15, Abr17b, AHS15, AMW12, BGLHR12, BP09a, BCE11, BE13, BELP13, BJM17, BN17, BW05]. systems [Ber98b, Bih15, BPH07, BR13c, BLPR15, BGHW06, BR06b, CS05a, CM10, CM12, CDM+13a, CM17b, Che18, CGY09, CGG12, CJ15, CK03, CK04a, CQ12, CGK09, CDSS09, DJO+11, DET09, Dumn09, EM12, EW07, FEV16, GLY90, GYVZ90, GES05, GV16, GPG016, HBH95, HR12, HT91, HL17, HOP06, HJS13, HTH15, JL03, KS06, Kap87, KKM15, LMA11, LR07, LST03, Li04, LW12, LR98, LH17, MM09, MW10, MS03b, NOF10, NW11, Pnm11, RZ09, SLK11, SLX+13, SPZ10, Str11, Sza08, TM85, Vis05, Wan06, Wir09, Wol03, WZ12, YW87].
Syzygies [BS88, DS16, AH05, BD16, EMSS16, Möl88, RR05, Wol03, Hub09a].

Syzygy [HT17]. Sz [Kos07].

Table [AHR00, AB01, Fuc00a, MGL00].

Tableaux [Cla91, Wil95, Bec03, CIM17].

tables [DO06, Gal13a].

Tactics [ACGR01].

tame [Zie16, von90, Sch05, Wen06].

Tamely [HM02a].

tangent [GOT05, Nak16].

tangents [CK12d, Zen06].

Tarski [Bro12, Gra88].

taylor [Sei02, Ye17].

Teach [Bos97, Mon97].

Teaching [Kal97b].

technical [SWF11].

Technique [FF92, AG91, BDE16, Ung06].

Techniques [AB00b, BG93, BS01, BTBQM00, Ung06].

Technology [GGAVRC13].

telescoper [CCF15].

Telescoping [ACGL04, Zei91, CK12a, CvHKK18].

Temporal [AM89, Ano96, CSS96, ET96, FT97, Frs96, Frs96, GP96b, LO96, MRS96].

Ten [Sto11].

Tensor [Bac94a, BOS01, BBCM13, FFR15, Qif06, Qif06].

tensors [BG11, HHLQ13, OO13].

Term [Ave86, BGK96, CMR15, Dur94, Fit97, FJN93, Ges97, HH94, Kah95, KM91, Lah91, MGL00, O09, PZ96, PY94, PP91b, PS93, You98, Zan95, GG99, Heo06, Kap87, LLW03, NOF10, Tora07a, Wil09, Zan94].

Term-ordering [CMR15].

Term-Rewriting [Kah95].

Terminating [Ges97].

Termination [BP85, Der87a, Der87b, Ges97, GA002, XZ10, Zan94, Zan95, KsL93, MU04, XZ13].

Terms [Ae02, B01, Boy93a, Boy93b, Che85, HS09, Kar85, MS00a, Pet97, AP04, Bad06, Cha14, CCF15, DS15, KY15].

ternary [BS17b].

Tessellation [HS09].

Test [Bou97, HH94, KNZ91, Mon92, Sed02, A01, CF91b, GTLN16, KK17, MP04, vdHS06].

Testing [BW87, HLS97, KsL85, KsL87, McC97, O893, O94, RR90b, CH03, Gal87, GRV17, KsL90, Mic13, Slp14].

Tests [BB00, Car01].

tetrahedral [Tsa16].

Tetrahedral [Her94].

Tetrahedrizing [EP90].

Their [Bro92, Fuc00b, GSST98, KT90a, Z90, BP90a, B011, BE12, BM01, Bro00, Bro03, CV11, FS16, GR11, H07, MBC10, MS03b, Naw06, PZ96, P91, PSV11, Sch17a, WR09, dG09].

Them [Mon97, BB10].

Theorem [AGMT98, AL10, Ano00b, AB00b, BF95, BZ03, BT98, Bon97, CR09, FT97, FD14, GC93, HS01, HIS87, JL91, LS00a, LRD00, LB89, ML92, MR87, NS85, NR95, Pd96, Pet00, Pue89, R93, Sac91, ST98b, W02a, Wei94, Wil95, Z94, AMDW16, ALH03, Bon05, CIL07, IKGT11, KS68, OB30, PS95e, RV03, Ric91, Sid93, CPR09, CPR11, Sch10].

Theorem-Prover [ST89b].

Theorem-proving [Rus91, Bon05].

Theorema [Win06].

Theorems [CJUE01, DTGV02, B007, HD13, HD16, Ley04, LW03a, LW03b].

Theoretic [Cra91, LAZ92a, PH87, GIM07, Har14, JW90].

Theoretical [Gre95, BBC11, GVHHUE05, SA89].

Theories [ALM99, Baa89, BS96, BH99, Gar95, JM95, KR91, NR97, Pet00, SS99, SS99b, Tha93, Tre92, Yel97, Fer98, LM94b, TRR10].

Theory [Ape98, AB89, BE10, Bos97, CH85, CH86, Cow92, DTL10, DSO2, EM99, FJN93, GG99, Hl87, Kar85, Leo91, MMY00, Mic90, MR87, Pau96, Ren92a, Ren92b, Ren92c, Rob96, SS96b, Sch17b, She97a, She97b, So96, TX95, vD99, A017, BM88, CFMP99, CM17a, Co05, DEPS11, DT06, Dra05, E03, Fre13, GH05b, GES05, Giu88, HT91, HLS15, HIR89, HHLQ13, KEM16, KKK17, KD90, L04, LMS90, Li10, Mer10, MS03b, Mor91, Per04, Sch07, Sch08, Sch16, S03a, Win06, vD05].

thesis [Bu06a, Bu06b].

theta [Ye17].
Third
[Nak16, SU93a, SU93b, SW97b, Ulm03].
thousand-digit [Ron08]. Threaded [BGK96]. Three [ACM88, Bur01, EPW90, McC88, SS92, Sha90b, VRUW99, Zei95, BDP13, DO06, Eng10, FS16, Nor15].

Time
[AV96, ACOR00, Chi96, CKS99, Dic92, FB93, GV88, L096, PS18, Sed02, YNT94, AM88a, Bas06, Ber98a, CK12b, Fo06, MM16].

Timed [Sij96]. Todd [CLW95]. tolerant [Abb17]. tool [FK04, GMM17, Pra13], toolbox [BD17, BKRW17].

Topics [He02]. Topological
[AM88a, BD17, FGT15, He16]. Topology [CR88, El 08, HPRS11, Ric92a, AS05, FGPT03, GFL04, GDR05, IMP17, KS12b, Ker17].
topos [Hir89, Nie03]. toral [Roo13].

Tori [Gal16, Py05]. Toric [CV11, CM97, CDSS09, E0500, GES05, S0p13, Ver00, AT08, AS05, BGMS07, BGM15, BE11, BR15, BK13, CC07, DHH104, EGW09, GMS09, L16, Nor15, OK08, RS16, Rau09, SS06, V07, BLR99].

Torsion [dGN02, FG08]. Torsion-free [dGN02].

Total [Zan95]. Totally [Ga95, Ges97]. tower [DS09]. Towers [HM02a, DS12].

Trace [MM11, FMTT13].

Trace-based [MMW11]. traces [JFRM12].

Tracking [vKT93, HL16]. tractability [GSSST10]. Tractable [HYH04]. Trading [CK12a, vdH10]. trajectory [Pai13].

transcendence [BDM17]. Transcendental
[Kno92, Kno93, Bro90b, MW12, Raa12, Str11]. Transducer [Du 99]. transform [AK04, AK06, FK11, KJ16].

Transformation [LM90, LPRR02, YL94, dB89, BGL14, GKO09, SLK11, Vis05].

Transformations [BB93b, CD87, Jef97, Rob88, She97b, SG89, Bi11, Deu93, GS89, Nak16, Pra13, Sta16, WyW93, WS09].

Transforming [BR12, LW12].

Tightening [Sau93, CM04, Har14].

Tree [Hai92, PH87, PG86, Buc06b].

Trees [GL92, Lab92, Pue89, Coo09, Vat06].

Trees
[BL98b, BFHS92, BS01, BGS11, Cha99, CD87, CIMP97, E086, FIt89, FMR04, LSW01, Lax85, Laz88, Lev99, PV02, Rut93, Saka88, SSS02, Tay02, Vid99, Wid01, Apé10, BGM06, BFM01, BM10, FGV06, GVHHUE05, GG92, GJ14, HT17, HSV08].
two-body [PY05]. two-bridge [KP15].

Two-Dimensional
[Sak88, FMR04, HSV08, SS90].
two-parameter [Pet10]. two-parametric [PT98].

Two-Phase
[Fit89].
two-parametric [PT98].

Two-Parameter
[Pet10].
two-variable [PY05].

Two-Phase
[Sak88, FMR04, HSV08, SS90].
two-parameter [Pet10].

Two-Point
[Ros05].
two-variable [HT17].

Type
[AM88a, BP99b, CH85, CH86, DS00, Ga´a02,
Har92, HRT01, Pau86, San95, YX95, BL06b,
CK04b, CLS91, CO94, CO96, EK11, GMP13,
GSZ13, HJ15, Hr89, KRW90, KK09, Sil04,
Zan94, dG01].

Typed
[Hag89b, HKK98].

Types
[MMO94, MdCW17, CS16, EL12].

UML
[BPT11].

Unbounded
[Meg90].

Uncurried
[KKSd96].

Undecidability
[Ges97, Ott91, Pau92b, SS89a, SS89b, SS96b,
Sie89, SAK89, TA87, Ye07, BL06b, Con93,
DJS91, DJS92, GS89, GGST10, Kap87, Le 89,
OS04a, SS05, SG89, KL10].

Unifications
[Ed85].

Unified
[CK99, Bon05, MM88].

uniform [OS04a].

uniformity
[MP04].

unification [Bel03].

unimodal
[Mil92b, Mos08, KMYZ08, Ros05].

university
[V4].

Validation
[HS97].

Validity
[CGZ00].

valuation
[DMY16, Vac17].

Value
[Mil92b, Mos08, KMYZ08, Ros05].

Values
[CRA91, Stu00, BF95, OS92].

Values
[BDR87, Zip90, Bod04, JMV18].

vanishing
[Fas10, GSW11].

Variable
Variables [CD87, Laz85, Lev99, Rut93, SS98a, SS98b, Sne98, Wan94a, GHL16, Kut07, Sau18, Shp14].

Variant [HE12, EP10]. Variational [Mil87]. variations [JWC+16]. Varieties [AH01, Bur92, BEM00, Chi96, EMS00, Kal93, Ore01, Wal00, ZD02, Abo10, AH13, BL06b, BP07, BGM06, BGM15, BE11, BJS+07, BS09, CC07, DEPS11, El 05, Gau09, Giu88, Har17, Hel16, Hel00, LR15, Lun16, PW06, Qur17, Sch07, VJ07]. Variety [GHL+00, BJS04, GGEZ12, HMXD07, JLR03, MHXD09, MPSXD09, Mor11, SS06, Stu17, van93]. Varconcelos [BST16].

Vector [LPY01, Tho02, Wor94, BR09b, FDS13, JT03, YY03]. Vectorization [HCB96]. Vegas [BCG10]. Verifications [GHS08]. verified [MBPLRR10]. Verifying [Hie16, LCQ+10, SWF11, Sim87]. Veronese [Abo10]. Versal [MP89]. Version [HS01, PS95b]. Versus [Cuy97, Lan10]. Vertex [RP89, PSV13]. Vertices [KLZA12, PSV13]. Via [Sma96, AHW05, AP05, AB05, BL12, BD16, BDM+16, Bur03, BST16, CW90, DEPS11, DV00, FS98, FG08, FF09, Gal13b, GLW09, GG92, HJX16, Har09, JKP98, KLYZ12, KLZA12, Lam91, MM16, MG94b, Mro96, Nam16, Nie03, OK08, Pic00, PR18, RZ09, Sei02, WW94, WZ12, dCR17].


Viterbi [Kuo06]. VLIW [VB03]. Volume [Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano00a, Ano01a, Ano01b, Ano01f, Ano02b, Ano02c, BFHS92, EC95, BFMS87, BR09b, Tsa16, Ano06]. Volumes [Ano04b, Ano04p, GLW99, BBV15]. voting [MRG17]. vs [IZ96, RSTV16].


XYZ [Sch94].

Yang [GIM07]. Yau [BR13c, Hie16]. years [Laz09]. Young [Wil95].
REFERENCES

Zassenhaus [Ano87]. Zeilberger [CHM05, CHM12, GG92, MZ05, PS95b]. Zermelo [Win06].

Zero [Chi96, FGLM93, GC93, Kal02, Laz92b, Mon02a, NY99, PV00, PV02, Ric97, Tak92, AKR05, AP11a, Buc06a, CGY09, CGG12, CJ15, Dur09, HOP06, HKPP09, KMH89, Li04, MRSW07, MP04, Mos08, NT17, PS13, Sek11, TBS17, Wal03, vdHS06]. Zeta-Characteristic [Chi96]. Zero-Dimensional [FGLM93, Laz92b, Mon02a, NY99, AKR05, CGY09, CGG12, CJ15, Dur09, HOP06, HKPP09, KMH89, Li04, MRSW07, MP04, Mos08, NT17, PS13]. zeta-locus [TBS17]. zeta-test [vdHS06]. Zeros [GLW99, HS97, Wor94, Yam94, BM10, CPR09, CPR11, GS03, Lou08, Rap06]. Zumwalt [Buc06a]. Zippel [Lan92]. Zonotope [Fuk04]. Zur [GP12].
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